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Large firms are private law firms with 26 or more partners.

Medium size firms are private law firms with between and six and 25 partners (inclusive).

Small firms are private law firms with five or fewer partners.

In-house refers to private and state-owned enterprise in-house employers.

Public sector includes all public sector employers.

This report is based on a survey of 212 legal workers.  It was hosted on the Aotearoa Legal Workers’ Union

(ALWU) website and sent to each of ALWU’s members.  The intention of the survey was to gather

information on the salaries and working conditions of lawyers, and in particular junior lawyers.  The survey

is different from previous surveys in this space because it was aimed at providing information that would be

useful for current and prospective legal workers, rather than employers.  

 

ALWU is committed to the anonymity of the survey respondents.  To the extent that maintaining that

anonymity allows, working conditions at particular employers have been named and described in this

report to aid the reader to compare them.  This is especially so with regards to information relating to

breaches of the Minimum Wage Act 1983 and the associated Minimum Wage Order 2019.  

 

Questions were tailored to people working in private firms because ALWU’s belief is that private firms are

less transparent than other legal employers, particularly public sector employers.  The survey was

anonymous and no steps were taken to verify the identity of respondents. 

 

Some questions were added after the survey was launched and  amendments were made to some

questions to improve the clarity of those questions following feedback from respondents.  All changes

were to questions related to the demographic information of survey participants and have no material

impact on the survey results. 

 

Survey respondents are not  a representative sample of legal workers.  The information provided is

nevertheless helpful in creating transparency about workers’ experiences at various legal employers in a

form, at least with larger employers, that is more specific than is otherwise publicly available.  

 

ALWU cannot guarantee the correctness of the information set out in the report as it is largely reliant on the

information provided to it by respondents.  However, ALWU has supplemented the information provided to

it by respondents in the survey with information from its delegates, and has taken steps to verify that

information by providing a draft copy of the report to the law firms that are named in it for their comment. 

 ALWU is grateful to those firms that verified or clarified aspects of the information set out in the report.  

 

Where ALWU did not receive a sufficient number of responses to a particular question to draw robust

conclusions about legal workers' experience at a workplace / type of workplace, those conclusions have

been excluded from this report.

 

We note here that the classifications of firms are based on the number of partners listed on their websites,

while others are based on the type of employer:
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INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY

50 percent of respondents who were working at large law firms reported that they had, or

thought that they had, worked for an effective hourly wage of less than the minimum wage

when their fortnightly salary was divided by the number of hours that they had worked.

Legal workers at large firms are paid very similar salaries at junior levels, regardless of the

hours that they work or the amount of revenue that they generate for the firm.

Almost all respondents reported consistently working overtime.  However, virtually no private-

sector employers have a transparent and consistent method of providing time off in lieu or

payment for overtime work.

Bonuses for junior legal workers are opaque, rare and of low value, especially when compared

with the hours legal workers are required to work to get them.

Public sector legal workers reported being the most satisfied with their work-life balance, and

were the most likely to recommend their employer to a friend. 

Female respondents were both less likely to say they were satisfied with their work-life balance

and to recommend their employer to a friend than male respondents.

2018 was a watershed year for the legal profession.  The revelation that a series of incidents

involving sexual assault and harassment had occurred at a major law firm began an important

discussion about the culture of legal workplaces, and in particular the experience of young legal

workers.  One year on, ALWU was formed to help the profession to seize the opportunity that

those discussions have created to lift legal workers up and, in the process, restore its mana.  

 

ALWU's purpose is to transform legal workplaces through advocacy and action.  As part of that

transformation, ALWU aims to increase the transparency of legal workplaces.  In ALWU's  view,

current and prospective legal workers who have access to information about pay, benefits and

working conditions will be empowered when deciding where to work, and better able to

advocate for fair treatment in their workplaces once they are employed.

 

The first step in increasing the transparency of legal workplaces is gathering the necessary

information.  That was the purpose of ALWU's inaugural Employment Information Survey

(Survey), the results of which are set out in this report.  The Survey was not of a representative

sample of legal workers, and the report is not intended to draw conclusions that are applicable

across all legal workplaces.  Instead,  the report identifies a range of issues facing at least some

legal workers and that, irrespective of how widespread they are, require our collective attention

and discussion. 

 

In short, the key findings of the Survey are:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Those findings are expanded on in the report that follows.

 

I roto i te kotahitanga

Morgan Evans and Hayley Coles | ALWU Co-Presidents
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MINIMUM WAGE COMPLIANCE
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The issue
The Minimum Wage Act 1983 (Act) and Minimum Wage Order 2019 require employers to pay

legal workers a minimum of (a) $1,416 per fortnight; and (b) $17.70 per hour for each hour over

80 hours worked in a fortnight.  In effect, the Act requires that legal workers are paid at least a

fortnightly salary that is the equivalent of being paid an hourly wage of the minimum wage for

each hour worked in two 40-hour working weeks, and that legal workers receive payment for

overtime of at least the minimum wage for every additional hour worked in that period.

 

To comply with that minimum standard, the courts have expressly stated that employers cannot

average out the amount of a worker's salary across the hours that they work in a fortnightly

period:  ie, a salary cannot compensate a worker for hours worked over 80 hours in a fortnight.

 

Although averaging is not legal for salaried workers, the most egregious breaches of the Act

occur where legal workers work so many hours that their pay is less than the minimum wage

when their salary is divided by the number of hours that they have worked in a fortnightly period.

ALWU asked respondents whether they had, or thought they had, not been paid an average

wage of at least the minimum wage for the hours that they had worked.

 

 

 

The results

Overall, 28% of respondents

said they had worked for an

average wage of less than

the minimum wage.  Another

14% thought they had.

50% of legal workers in large

law firms reported having

worked for an average wage

of less than the minimum

wage, or thinking that they

had.

At small firms, 28% of legal

workers reported working for

an average of less than the

minimum wage.  Another

14%  thought they had.

Overall

No
44.5%

Yes
28.3%

Think so
14.1%

Unsure
13.1%

No
31.3%

Yes
31.3%

Think so
18.8%

Unsure
18.8%

Large law firms

ALWU presented Survey respondents with a table

setting out how many hours someone on their

salary would need to work in a fortnightly period in

order to be paid an average of less than the

minimum wage.  For example, a law clerk on

$46,000 p/a only needs to work 100 hours in a

fortnight (ie, two 50 hour weeks) for their pay to

average less than the minimum wage per hour.  The

answers that ALWU received are set out below.



EMPLOYER COMPARISON

One of the key drivers for the Survey was to address the lack of transparency around salaries

that legal workers are paid by their respective employers, and the extent to which those

salaries are consistent across the profession at each level.  In short, the information gathered

in the Survey shows that:
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Remuneration

At junior levels, legal workers at

the same firm are either paid the

same or within a narrow band.

Legal workers at the same level at

large and medium-sized law firms

are paid very similar salaries.

Junior staff at boutique firms and

barristers chambers are paid far

more than those at private firms.

Salaries for public sector lawyers

were higher at junior levels than in

private firms.

Private-sector employers

Public-sector employers

Note that all respondents were asked to report whether their salary included Kiwisaver.  If it did, Kiwisaver has been deducted for

the purpose of this report.



A similar set of issues arise for legal workers with bonuses, overtime and time off in lieu (TOIL)

as for remuneration.  Respondents reported:  

Bonuses, overtime and time off in lieu

Inconsistency in the provision

of bonuses, overtime and TOIL,

particularly where they are

given at a partner's discretion. 

A lack of transparency around

what bonuses, overtime and

TOIL are available to them,

and how they are calculated.
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There are few legal workers who have not been asked what working in the profession is like and

responded with some version of "well I work long hours, but ..."  That is borne out by the results of

the Survey, in which respondents were asked about their hours and reported that:

Working hours

They worked

far more than

their contracted

hours per week.

There was little variation in

their contracted hours,

except at Bell Gully - where

they were contracted to

work an additional 7.5 hours

(ie, a working day) per week.

The more

pressure they

felt to meet

their budgets,

the more hours

they worked.



A common misconception about junior lawyers is that they are of minimal value to law firms in

their first two years of practice.   That rhetoric is used to justify low pay and expectations of long

hours.  However, it is also common knowledge that even graduate lawyers are charged out to

clients at hundreds of dollars per hour.  Considered in that light, the high billable hours per day

targets at large law firms contradict the myth that junior lawyers are not earning employers any

money. 
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Billing targets

Salaries do not correlate to

billable hour targets.  Graduates

at Bell Gully are paid a similar

salary to graduates at Simpson

Grierson despite being required

to bill almost twice as many

hours.

For many respondents, billable hour targets

are set so high that, once time for

administration, personal development and

non-billable work is taken into account,

employees are effectively required to work

more than their contracted hours. 

Billable hours targets vary hugely

between different firms. 

Bell Gully and DLA Piper set billable targets of

6.5 hours per day, even for graduates.



Russell 

McVeagh 31%

 

 

Respondents that identified as female reported having a less satisfying experience at the

beginning of their legal careers than their male counterparts.  Gender issues are nuanced and there

will be a range of factors influencing that response.  However, ALWU considers one factor to be the

low number of women in leadership roles able to be role models for women in large law firms. 

 

 

 

 

Bell Gully 

23%

 

 

Chapman Tripp 

22%

 

 

Buddle 

Findlay 26%

 

 
DLA Piper

 41%

 

 

Meredith 

Connell 28%

 

 

Kensington

Swan 37%

 

 

Lane Neave 

25%
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Gender and the law

Regardless of gender, all

respondents were less

satisfied overall with their

work-life balance if they

worked in large law firms.

Female respondents were less satisfied

with their work-life balance and less likely

to recommend their workplace to a friend

compared to their male counterparts.

Women in partnership

Satisfaction with work-life balance 

Percentage of female equity partners at New Zealand's largest law firms

Likelihood of worker to recommend to others

Simpson Grierson

26%
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Respondents in the public

sector were the most

satisfied with their work-life

balance and most likely to

recommend their employer

to a friend.

Work satisfaction 

Respondents at small

law firms were least

likely to recommend

their employer to a

friend.

Recommendations

All legal employers should implement ALWU's Best Practice Minimum Wage Policy to ensure

compliance with the Minimum Wage Act and Regulations.  

In particular, to comply with the Policy employers should:

 Ensure that employees understand when they are and are not "working".

 Develop a time and wage recording system separate from their system for recording billable

and non-billable time to accurately record all hours that legal workers are working.

 Pay employees at least $1,416 for each fortnightly period and at least $17.70 for each hour

worked over 80 hours in a fortnight.

Legal employers should do more than pay employees their minimum entitlements. Juniors'

salaries should be increased to recognise the revenue that firms derive from legal workers'

labour and to more closely align pay with the amount that their employer is paid for that labour.

Legal workers' contracted hours should be no more than 37.5 per week.

At the very least, the boards of large and medium-sized law firms should be 50% female.

 

a.

b.

c.

 

 


